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This article is about the importance of valuation of companies’ bankruptcy risk and its methods. Bankruptcies of enterprises are one of the most popular economic appearances that cause a lot of negative effects for companies, employees, other associate firms and institutions, also for the state and society. The perspectives and succession of company’s performance is a concern not just of the company itself, but also of other associate subjects such as investors, shareholders, banks, customers, suppliers and other business partners. One of the most popular ways to measure bankruptcy risk this time is E. Altman method. But there are no researches and conclusions about the relevance of this method for Lithuanian companies. After the application of E. Altman method for 56 Lithuanian joint stock companies the result showed, that it produces meaning error. This method puts too many companies to high or very high bankruptcy risk classes. So a more accurate model for bankruptcy risk prediction is needed.

It is important to evaluate as many characteristics of the company as it is possible in order to estimate real probability to crash. Company is a complicated object and it is characterized by a lot of various ratios. Besides, there are no concrete values of each ratio that would be received as good or bad. Each company has its strong and weak characteristics. That’s why it is necessary to evaluate not a single ratio, but the system of ratios in order to get the right estimation of the company and its bankruptcy risk. So the methodology that would let join a lot of variables for this purpose is needed.

Cluster analysis is the method that lets evaluate and systematize a lot of variables, reduce them to one ratio. Statistical classification is one of the most important and independent research methods of social–economic occurrences and is widely used in all or almost all spheres of science when doing various statistical researches. Classification lets summarize the information, abridge the data set that is needed for the analysis, by making a choice of one or several classes that are concerned. It is especially important when there is a need to compare the objects, because the objects in the same class are similar.

This methodology is suitable for bankruptcy risk estimation as well. The point of the methods described in various books is to group the objects so that the similarity of the object in one class would be the largest and the dissimilarity among classes would be significantly large. Such methodology is not the most suitable for this purpose, so another classification method that we have created is offered. The purport of it is to find the outside points in the objects set that are typical representatives of the classes. The classes are combined depending on these typical representatives.

When the classification of Lithuanian joint stock companies was made by this principle, the results showed that the only company “Dirbtinis pluoštas” in 2000 had a very large probability to go bankrupt and it really crashed in 2001. More than half of the enterprises that had the high bankruptcy risk really crash after 2 or more years. Extreme attention must be paid to these companies that have large probability to go bankrupt in two or more years successively.

Four the most important ratios for bankruptcy risk estimation were found by regression analysis. They are return on assets, net profit before taxes / assets, liabilities / assets and gross profit margin.

According to the improved bankruptcy risk estimation model, suitable for Lithuanian enterprises, each company for its bankruptcy risk valuation purpose can be measured by four ratios and be compared with the typical representatives of the classes. The company is set to the class, where its dissimilarity with the typical representative is the smallest.
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Introduction

Companies come across various risks in their performance. They proliferate especially when the markets and competition grow. Objective valuation of situation, ability to determine the risk, decisions made right and pat in finance, investment, technique and technology, organization of work, creation of new products and services are important presumptions to safeguard the stability and succession of the company performance. Sometimes one wrong decision can be the reason of bankruptcy of a well working enterprise.

Perspectives and succession of the firm’s performance is a concern not just of the company itself, but also of other associate subjects such as investors, shareholders, banks, customers, suppliers and other business partners (Rees B., 1995). Bankruptcies of enterprises are one of the most popular economic appearances and cause a lot of negative effects for companies, employees, other associate firms and institutions, also for the state and society.

Two to six percent of all companies a year go bankrupt in market economy (Isachsen A. J., Hamilton C., 1992). That’s why bankruptcy is defined as a macroeconomic problem (Purlys C., 2001), an inevitable appearance in market economy (Tvaronavičiene M., 2001).
So, the managers of the company must constantly look for the ways and means to avoid bankruptcy and to secure their performance success and succession. One of the most effective bankruptcy diagnostic and preventive means is the analysis of the firm’s performance. It is not possible to rule the company’s resources properly, determine the right tendencies of use of resources, make optimal decisions in investment and finance and prepare the forecasts of further development without close and timely analysis. Only the companies that make proper analysis and where the managers seek to rule the processes that are concerned with business risk efficiently, can determine forthcoming crisis beforehand, react with expedition and reduce the risk of bankruptcy. E. Altman method is one of the most popular imminent troubles in the firm’s performance or even its shutdown. E. Altman method is one of the most popular ways to measure bankruptcy risk this time. But the problem is that there are no researches and conclusions about the relevance of this method for Lithuanian companies.

That’s why the aim of this article is to check up the relevance of E. Altman model for Lithuanian companies and to offer more accurate way to estimate the bankruptcy risk if this model is not exact.

The objects of this research are 56 Lithuanian joint stock companies and their financial ratios of 1995-2005. Regression analysis will be used for the valuation of the correctness of ratios that are in E. Altman model and the classification method will be used to find the more relevant method for the bankruptcy risk estimation.

The damages of the enterprises’ bankruptcy and its estimation methods

The bankruptcies of the enterprises make a lot of economic and social problems not only for the company itself, but also for the state. It is proven that bankruptcies of the enterprises are harmful for the state’s economy, because:

1. usually old and large companies that have deep traditions and a lot of employees go bankrupt;
2. new small companies that have several employees appears;
3. bankruptcies of the enterprises make a lot of economic and social problems for the state;
4. as often as not the government must solve the problems that were conditioned by the bankruptcies of the companies’ even private firm’s;
5. new firms have no skills to organize and manage the trade, they appreciate the importance of the market researches, qualification of employees, their skills, quality of organization of their work undersell. (Purlys C., 2001)

The economic problems are the output loss, weak competitive ability of general state’s economy, the taxes not paid to the governmental budget, unmet requirements of creditors and so on. Social problems are unemployment growth, low living standards, dissatisfaction of people of weak economy in the state, feeling of uncertainty about future and so on (Valackiene A., 2005). Although the bankruptcies of the enterprises have some positive aspects (economy dispose not efficient and not perspective companies, technique and production progress’ are encouraging, the possibility to discharge the excess of employees appears, it lets liquidate capabilities that are not used and so on), but the negative influence is much stronger (Mackevicius J., 2005).

According to the data of Statistical Department of Lithuania, there were 2404 companies that crashed within 10 years (from 1993 to 2003) in our state. The number of bankruptcies grows approximately 1.5-2 times every year. Mostly wholesale and retail trade and manufacturing companies go bankrupt. Looking at the type of the firms, the closed joint stock companies go bankrupt mostly while joint stock companies and private companies crash rarely a bit.

Lawsuit of bankruptcy can be brought against the company if there is one of these specifications:

1. the firm does not pay the salaries timely;
2. the firm does not pay for goods and services timely, it does not return the credits and does not apply other undertakings;
3. the firm does not pay the lawful taxes, other compulsory fees and (or) the sums that were adjudged;
4. the firm publicly announced to its creditor (creditors) that cant or will not apply the undertakings;
5. the firm has no assets or incomes that can be used to pay its liabilities and bailiff sent back the receiving orders to creditors (Sidlauskas A., 2004).

Bankruptcy forecast models can help to reduce or even eliminate the danger of bankruptcy, to decree the effective strategic decisions (Bivainis J., Garskaitė K., 2000). There can be found several methods to forecast bankruptcy in special literature:

1. the examination of various indications that show the probability to bankrupt;
2. valuation of changes in financial report items and their influence on the firm’s financial stability;
3. the application of system of financial coefficients.

The application of these three methods of company performance analysis can be the most efficient way to determine the probability to go bankrupt. A lot of authors note and the practice shows that there is no ideal method to forecast the bankruptcy till now. Some methodologies are more suitable for one industry, other techniques – for another industry. So a lot of researchers think that the different models for each industry or company must be created and they must be tested after several years, because the business conditions are constantly changing, competition grows, inflation processes happen and so on.

The use of financial coefficient is one of the simplest and maybe most correct ways to calculate the probability of bankruptcy. But the application of this method brings forward a difficult question – what financial coefficient or coefficients, their combinations or systems use?
The first authors – P. Fitzpatrick, W. Hickman, A. Winakor and R. Smith that began the researchers of bankruptcy according to data of financial reports in 1920-1930, used one or two coefficients (Mackevicius J., Piskaitė D., 1999). But the practice showed that the conclusions about the firm’s bankruptcy according to one or two ratios are not correct. As often as not there is a situation when some ratios reach critical limit but others are quite good (Kovaliov A. P., 1994). So new bankruptcy forecasting models appeared and they involved the calculation of several coefficients.

E. Altman model has the largest theoretical and practical meaning. It is

\[ Z = 1,2X_1 + 1,4X_2 + 3,3X_3 + 0,6X_4 + 0,999X_5, \]

Where

- \( X_1 \) – working capital / total assets,
- \( X_2 \) – retained earnings / total assets,
- \( X_3 \) – EBIT / total assets,
- \( X_4 \) – market value of equity / total liabilities,
- \( X_5 \) – sales / total assets.

This model is suitable for the public companies that are registered in the security market. Depending on \( Z \)-Score the conclusion about the firm’s bankruptcy is made. Generally speaking, the lower the score, the higher the odds of bankruptcy. Companies with \( Z \)-Scores above 3 are considered to be healthy and, therefore, unlikely to enter bankruptcy. Scores in between 1.8 and 3 lie in a grey area. If the \( Z \)-Score is less than 1.8, the probability to go bankrupt is very large. Obviously, a higher score is desirable. The author says that the precision of bankruptcy forecast after one year is 90 percent, the precision of bankruptcy prediction after 2 years is 70 percent and it is 50 percents after three years.

The valuation of bankruptcy risk of Lithuanian joint stock companies by E. Altman model

E. Altman model was applied to 56 Lithuanian joint stock companies according to their financial data of 1995-2001. Six of these companies are already gone bankrupt. Each company and their distinct year were treated as a separate object, so the data basis of 250 objects was tested. After the application of E. Altman model to these objects the results were: 90 objects of 250 had very large probability to do bankrupt, 73 objects had large probability to do bankrupt, the bankruptcy was possible for 14 objects and the rest 73 objects had small probability to go bankrupt.

According to E. Altman method the company “Dirbtinis pluostas” that failed in 2001 had very large probability to go bankrupt since 1998. “Kauno audiniai” that failed in 2003 had the very large probability to go bankrupt in 1995, 1998, 1999 and 2001 years. “Lietuvos kuras” that failed in 2001, “Trinytai” that failed in 2003, “Sema” and “Siauliu stumbras” that failed in 2005, had such probability since 1997 the first one and 1995 another one. The conclusion is that the company can fail after three or more years after the moment when it goes to the class where the risk of bankruptcy is very high.

On the other hand, a lot of companies that did not fail and work till now were also set to this class. There were 29 of 53 companies that had very large probability to go bankrupt in one or several years, but reality is that only six of these companies failed. So, the conclusion is that E. Altman model is not correct for Lithuanian companies and a new method is required.

The possibilities to apply the classification method for bankruptcy risk estimation

Following a logical consideration, the companies that go bankrupt have a lot of bad financial ratios and it is a feature that make them different from other companies that operate successfully and have a lot of good financial ratios. A company is complicated object and is characterized by a lot of various ratios. Besides, there are no concrete values of each ratio that would be received as good or bad. Each company has its strong and weak characteristics. That’s why, it is necessary to value not a single ratio, but the system of ratios in order to get the right estimation of the company and its bankruptcy risk. So, the methodology that let joint a lot of variables for this purpose is needed.

Cluster analysis is the method that lets evaluate and systematize a lot of variables, reduce them to one ratio. Statistical classification is one of the most important and independent research methods of social-economic occurrences and is widely used in all or almost all various spheres of science when doing various statistical researches. It took a long time since scientists acknowledge the importance of analysis of problems that are connected with object comparison and classification. There are a lot of algorithms how to do this. We can find them in mathematics and statistics books of Lithuania authors, for example V. Cekanavicius, G. Murauskas (2000, 2002), J. Kroupis (1993), and foreign authors such as S. A. Aivazian (1974), V. R. Klecka (1980), J. A. Voronin (1985), B. S. Everit (1993), A. Afifi (1996), V. S. Mhtarian (1998), R. A. Johnson (1998), M. Berenson (1999), K. Walsh (2000) and others. But it was hardly realized in practice for a long time. Later foreign scientists tried to apply the classification methods for various tasks in medicine, biology, archaeology and some others. This method was successfully applied in Russia for researches in agriculture to sort and analyze localities. Russian scientist S. A. Aivazian, Z. I. Bežajeva and O. V. Staroverov applied this method for determination of types of customers’ behaviour, for the analysis of differentiation of behaviour and consumption. There can be found more other possibilities to adapt classification method but the cases when it is really applied in practice are still very few.

The aims of classification are constantly increasing and the structure of classification process is also going more rich and complicated. Earlier it was just technical problem but now there is also the problem how to make the classification procedure. But rising difficulties is not the valid excuse to ignore classification procedures that are necessary for analysis.

Classification lets summarize the information, abridge the data set that is needed for the analysis, by making a choice one or several classes that are concerned. It is important especially when it is needed to
compare the objects, because the objects in the same class are similar.

This methodology is suitable for bankruptcy risk estimation as well. The point of the methods described in various books is to group the objects so that the similarity of the object in one class would be the largest and the dissimilarity among classes would be significant large. Such methodology is not the most suitable for this purpose, so there is offering another classification method that we created. The purport of it is to find the outside points in the objects set that are typical representatives of the classes. The first two outside points will be reverse and can be treated as the best (has the smallest probability to go bankrupt) and the worst (has the largest probability to go bankrupt) company. The classification into three classes also lets find the firm that has average ratios in the set. The classes are combined depending on typical representatives. Each object is set to the class where the distance between this object and the best representative of corresponding class is the least.

Creation of bankruptcy risk estimation model for Lithuanian companies

On the ground of this principle an attempt is made to find a more appropriate than E. Altman model to estimate the risk of firms' bankruptcy. There will be analyzed the companies data of 1995-2001 years for a new method creation and then it will be tested with the data of 2002-2005 years.

In order to correct E. Altman model there was hypothesize that five ratios that are in E. Altman model are really the most important ones, but there is needed to correct the coefficients in regression equation or intervals of Z-Scores in each class.


Companies can also be divided into three classes. Then the firms that are in the first class have small risk to fail, the risk of bankruptcy is medium in the second class and it is large in the third class. Almost all companies that were in the third and fourth classes (very high and high risk) in the last case now fell into the highest risk (third) class.

So, the conclusion is that this method is more appropriate than E. Altman model because there were less firms that fell into the highest risk class but did not fail and there were put all those firms that really failed.

There can also be the second hypothesis that the ratios in E. Altman model are not the most informative for the estimation of bankruptcy risk for Lithuanian companies. This hypothesis was tested using 27 various financial coefficients. The importance of each ratio was estimated by statistical software NCSS and regression analysis was used for this purpose. The dependent variable was class that was given to each object like so: the third class was bestowed to the companies (their years) that go bankrupt after 2 years, the second class was bestowed to those that go bankruptcy after 5 years and the first class was bestowed for the rest companies. Ten the most informative ratios for bankruptcy risk estimation are:

1. ROA,
2. retained earnings / total assets,
3. EBIT / total assets,
4. total liabilities / total assets,
5. gross profit margin,
6. turnover of assets,
7. gross profit / total assets,
8. gross profit / capital,
9. turnover of receivable sums,
10. ROE.

The results show that profitability ratios are the most informative for the forecast of bankruptcy risk. The distribution of the companies among classes differs a bit according to the choice of number of the most important ratios. The aim is to minimize the number of companies that have very high risk to go bankrupt, because too large the riskiest class is one of the weakness of E. Altman model. The least number of objects (27 of 250) that have the highest risk to fail was in the case of six ratios. Then 28 objects have the least probability to go bankrupt. The rest companies have the average probability to fail. The typical representatives of the classes are these: "Naftotiekis" in 1996 is the best representative of the first class (the least risk), "Naftos terminalas" in 2001 is the best representative of the second class (the average risk) and "Dirbtinis pluostas" in 2000 is the best representative of the third class (highest risk).

The comparison of the three best representatives of the classes and their six the most important ratios showed that two ratios – retained earnings / total assets and turnover of assets have no the significant difference among the classes, so they were rejected. So, four ratios – ROA, EBIT / total assets, total liabilities / total assets and gross profit margin left. The distribution of the companies among classes is: 7 objects are in the first class, 224 objects are in the second class and 19 objects are in the third class. It means that some companies that were in the outside class passed to the middle class, but the best representatives of the classes stay the same.

The results of classification of Lithuanian companies into three classes on the ground of four the most informa-
The financial data of the first half of 2005 year shows that this company really went to the third (risky) class in 2002. It had the average risk to go bankrupt in 2002, but it drew to the class of high risk. Unfortunately there were not found the data of 2003 and 2004 years, so there was not ability to find the tendencies. The more accurate tendencies of changes of bankruptcy risk can be estimated by making the calculation on the ground of data of not a year but half-year or shorter period of time.

“Ekranas” crashed in this year (2006). Its risk to go bankrupt was still average in 2004, but it drew to the high risk, because the distance to the risky class was not large comparing it with the distance to safe (first) class.

It failed in 2005. It had the average risk to go bankrupt in 2002, but it drew to the class of high risk. Unfortunately there were not found the data of 2003 and 2004 years, so there was not ability to find the tendencies. The more accurate tendencies of changes of bankruptcy risk can be estimated by making the calculation on the ground of data of not a year but half-year or shorter period of time.

The same 7 objects as in the first case have the least risk to go bankrupt. The best representative of this class is also the same – "Naftotiekis" in 1996. So the most companies have the average probability to fail and this result is quite reliable, because 97 percent of the firms were the same in the second class comparing both cases of classification. The best representative of this class is also the same – "Naftos terminalas" in 2001. So the comparison of results of firms’ classification into three and four classes showed that at bottom, the riskiest class in the first case was divided into two classes (high risk and very high risk) in the second case.

The results of classification showed that "Dirbtinis pluostas" had very high risk to fail in 2000 and it really failed in 2001. More than half companies that had high risk to go bankrupt really failed after 2 or more years. A lively attention must be paid to the companies that are in this class for several years successively.

So, according to the new bankruptcy estimation model, the risk of bankruptcy can be estimated for any company. It needs to compare its four coefficients with correspondent ratios of the typical representatives of the classes. The values of the most important coefficients of the best representatives are shown in the table below. A new firm is set to the class, where its dissimilarity with the typical representative is the least.

### The best representatives of the classes and the most important ratios

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>The risk to fail</th>
<th>The best representative</th>
<th>ROA</th>
<th>EBIT / total assets</th>
<th>Total liabilities / total assets</th>
<th>Gross profit margin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>&quot;Dirbtinis pluostas&quot; in 2000</td>
<td>-0.3054</td>
<td>-0.2955</td>
<td>0.8061</td>
<td>-0.1209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>&quot;Lifosa&quot; in 2001</td>
<td>-0.2539</td>
<td>-0.2509</td>
<td>0.7770</td>
<td>-0.0121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>&quot;Naftos terminalas&quot; in 2001</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
<td>0.0258</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.3058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>&quot;Naftotiekis&quot; in 1996</td>
<td>0.2878</td>
<td>0.3688</td>
<td>0.1276</td>
<td>0.6529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It’s wonder what risk of bankruptcy by this method had the companies that are already failed.

“Trinyciai” have gone bankrupt in 2003. The distances between its ratios of 2002 year and the coefficients of the best representatives are those:

\[ d(O,O_2) = | -0.3054 - (-0.0563) | + | -0.2955 - (-0.0563) | + + | 0.8061 - 0.4919 | + | -0.1209 - 0.0206 | = 0.9259; \]

\[ d(O,O_3) = 0.6919 \]

\[ d(O,O_4) = 0.9584 \]

\[ d(O,O_5) = 1.7839 \]

It is obviously that it had high risk to fail in 2002.

The same calculations were done for "Siaulių stumbras" according to its data of 2002 year:

\[ d(O,O_2) = | -0.3054 - (-0.0355) | + | -0.2955 - (-0.0355) | + + | 0.8061 - 0.4890 | + | -0.1209 - 0.1915 | = 1.1595; \]

\[ d(O,O_3) = 0.9255 \]

\[ d(O,O_4) = 0.7248 \]

\[ d(O,O_5) = 1.5503 \]
2005 and the distance to the fourth (very high risk) class is not large:
\[
d(O,O_4) = | -0.3054 - (-0.0521) | + | -0.2955 - (-0.0521) | + 
+ | 0.8061 - 0.5392 | + | -0.1209 - (-0.0373) | = 0.8472; 
\]
d(O,O_2) = 0.6636
d(O,O_3) = 1.0371
d(O,O_1) = 1.8626

So these samples show that the new method of bankruptcy risk estimation is correct and secure for Lithuanian companies.

Conclusions

1. The companies come across various risks in their performance. Objective valuation of situation, ability to determine the risk, decisions made right and pat in finance, investment, technology, organization of work, creation of new products and services are important presumptions to safeguard the stability and success of the companies’ performance. Bankruptcies of enterprises are one of the most popular economic appearances and cause a lot of negative effects for companies, employees, other associate firms and institutions, also for state and society. So, the managers of the companies must constantly look for the ways and means to avoid bankruptcy and to secure their performance success and succession. Bankruptcy forecast models can help to reduce or even eliminate the danger of bankruptcy, to decrease the effective strategic decisions.

2. One of the most popular ways to measure bankruptcy risk this time is E. Altman method. But the results of application of this method for 56 Lithuanian joint stock companies showed, that it produce meaning error. The probability to crash is too large for lots of companies. So E. Altman model is not correct for Lithuanian companies and a new method is required. The classification method was offered for creation of better bankruptcy risk estimation method.

3. Statistical classification is one of most important and independent research methods of social-economic occurrences and is widely used in all or almost all spheres of science when doing various statistical researches. Classification lets summarize the information, abridge the data set that is needed for the analysis, by making a choice one or several classes that are concerned. The classes are combined according to typical representatives.

4. On the ground of classification method, four risk classes were distinguished and the best representatives of the classes were found. The risk to go bankrupt for each company is estimated by comparison of the firm’s coefficients with the ratios of the best representatives. Regression analysis produced four most important ratios for bankruptcy risk. They are ROA, EBIT / total assets, total liabilities / total assets and gross profit margin. A new firm is set to the class, where its dissimilarity with the typical representative is the least. This method is more appropriate than E. Altman model because there were less firms that fell into the highest risk class but did not fail and there were put all those firms that really failed.
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Lietuvos įmonių bankroto rizikos vertinimas

Sandrauka


Įmonės veiklos perspektyvos ir tėsčių stabilius rūpi ne tik pačiai įmonėi, bet ir su jos susijusiu subjektu: investuotojams, akcininkams, bankams, pirktams, išteklams ir kitoms verslo dalyviams. Įmonių bankroto – vienas plačiausiausius paplūdimžius rinkos ekonomikos reiškiniai, jie sukélia daug neigiamų padeivių ne tik pačiai įmonėi ir jos darbuotojams, bet ir kitoms įmonėms bei institucijoms, valstybei ir visuomenei.

Taigi įmonių vadovai turėtų nuolat ieškoti būdų ir priemonių įmonių bankrotams išvengti ir jų sėkmingos veiklos tėsčių stabilumą garantuoti. Vieta veiksmingiausių bankroto diagnostikos ir prevencijos prie-

monių yra įmonių veiklos analizė. Be laiko atliktos ir nuodugnos analizės neįmanoma tinkamai valdyti įmonės išteklių, nustatyti tinka-

mų į monės naudojimo tendenciją, priimti optimalių investicinį ir finan-

sinių šeimą tiek tarp įmonės toleios raidos prognozų. Tik įmonės, kuriose tinkamai organizuota analitinė veikla ir kurių vadovai atidalingai bei atidaryksto kuo efektyviai valdyti su verslo rizika susijusius procesus, gali ankščiau nustatyti artėjančios veiklos krizę, operatyviai iš ją išvysti ir sumažinti bankroto tikimybę.

Dažniausiai įmonių bankroto tikimybę nustatoma E. Altmano metodui. Tačiau problema tada, kad Lietuvoje nėra atlikta tyrimų ir patobučių išvados apie šio metodo tiksnelėm įmonių bankrotų atvejus ir pasakyti bankroto tikimybės nustatymo modelio patobulinimus.


bankroto liko 5 metai, priskiriama 2 klasė, visoms kitoms – 1 klasė.
Gauti šie dėstint pačių reikšmingiausią rodiklį:

1. ROA (turto grąža),
2. nepaskirstytas pelnas
    turtas,
3. pelnas/įapmokestinimo
    turtas,
4. skolinimasis (skolos turtui),
5. bendro pelno marža,
6. bendras pelnas
    turtas,
7. bendras pelnas
    kapitalas,
8. gautų sumų apyvartumas,
9. ROE.


Paėmus šių trijų klasę atstovų šešis išskirtus reikšmingiausius rodiklius ir palyginus jų reikšmes, galima pastebėti, kad dviejų rodiklių – nepaskirstytas pelnas ir turto apyvartumas, reikšmingo skirtumo nėra, todėl jie buvo atmeti. Taigi liko keturi rodikliai: ROA (turto grąža), pelnas/įapmokestinimo, skolinimas (skolos turtui) ir bendro pelno marža.

Šiuo atveju gautas toks įmonių klasų pasiskirstymas: rizikingiausioje (ketoiroje) klasėje yra tik viena įmonė – AB „Dirbtinis pluoštas“ 2000 m. Didelę tikimybę bankrutuoti turi 24 objektai. Šios klasės tipinis atstovas 2001 m. buvo AB „Lifosa“.

Mažiausią tikimybę bankrutuoti turi 7 objektų, o šios klasės geriausias atstovas – 1996 m. AB ”Naftotiekis. Didžioji dauguma nagnūtų įmonių turi vidutinę tikimybę bankrutuoti. Šios klasės geriausias atstovas – 2001 m. AB „Naftos terminalas“.

Labai didelę riziką bankrutuoti turinti AB „Dirbtinis pluoštas“ 2000 metais, iš tiesų bankrutavo kitais metais, o šiek tiek daugiau nei pusė įmonių, buvusių didelės rizikos klasėje, bankrutavo po 2 ar daugiau metų. Šiuo metu priskiriama 14 įmonė, kurios įmonės pasiskirstė į septynias rodiklių klasės, kurios galiausiai atstovavo 15 daugiau nei 1000 įmonės, bet kurių rizikos klasė įkūnija per 10% įmonių rizikos rodiklių. Šios įmonės priskiriama į tą klasę, kurios įmonės visų tipinių atstovų iš visų įmonių yra mažiausias.

Raktąžodžiai: bankroto rizikos nustatymas; E. Altmano modelis; klasifikavimo metodas.
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